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introduction

• This is a talk about a problem faced by 
people who want to make worlds inside 

computers

• By “world” here, I mean 3D spaces

• A lot of these people are game designers

– Because games are coOl and fun!

• Others are physicists, architects, 
biologists, historians, town planners, ...

• the problem is biggest for the designers of 
Mmorpgs, or virtual worlds

– I am such a designer



A journey

• To explain the problem, i’m going to 

take you on a quick journey into the 

past

– As a side-effect, you’ll find out why it’s 

me giving this talk and not someone else...giving this talk and not someone ...



rift

• rift, trion worlds, 2011:



The Lord of the rings online

• The Lord of the rings online, turbine, 2007:



World of warcraft

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004:



everquest

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999



dikumud

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990



abermud

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987



mud

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978
Narrow road between lands .
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and  whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a  pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a that ched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the  east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
* w

• MUD didn’t come from anything

• This is why i get to call myself a 

virtual world designer

* w
Narrow road .
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to  the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*



Starting point

• What did i need to know to write mud?
• Memory cores linked across a matrix of wires with a read/write line can be used to represent binary digits. 

Groups of these can be used to store data as words. words can be decoded using logic circuits to obtain 

instructions. flip-flops can be built from nand gates and strung together the make half-adders, full-adders and 

other basic operations. A fetch-execute cycle driven by a timing pulse can make these operations take place in 

sequence. The initial instructions can be loaded into memory from a paper tape with holes read by magnetic brushes 

(the holes mean 1, spaces mean 0). These instructions can then be used to load further instructions from magnetic 

tape (9-track with a parity bit) and so on in a series of stages to boot up the operating system a layer at a 

time. The operating system is paged, so a page table translates the relative addresses used by programs into 

absolute addresses in memory. There are four kinds of memory: registers (very fast but only a handful of them); 

cache (very fast but expensive, used to store memory locations likely to be used soon); shared (every process can 

access it but it’s non-writeable); local (writeable but only by one process). Programs are written in an assembly access it but it’s non-writeable); local (writeable but only by one process). Programs are written in an assembly 

language from which an assembler and a linker can create a relocatable binary file of executable instructions. 

Most of this will consist of calls to instructions implemented in hardware but some operations are not executable 

directly and will cause an interrupt that is picked up by the operating system; the o/s will interpret these in 

software. One of several hundred such system calls allows for the shared, unwriteable memory to be made 

writeable, thereby allowing multiple processes to communicate with one another by writing to known addresses in 

the shared memory. A high-level language is like an assembly language except its instructions don’t map one-to-one 

onto machine instructions or system calls. High-level language compilers treat an input file as data from which 

they construct the associated programs. You can write the compiler of a high-level language in either assembler 

or a high-level language. To create a virtual world, you need to design a language for specifying the virtual 

world, then write a compiler for that in high-level language, dropping a data file that a second program can 

interpret as instructions. These two programs share assembly-language modules to keep the memory addresses 

aligned. When people run the second program, some of their data – representing the world – is shared with other 

people also running the program. Therefore, if one of them does something to change the world, such as opening a 

door, the world changes for the other players, too. Oh, you also need to know how to design worlds, too.



today

• What do you need to know today to 

write a virtual world?

•How to raise •How to raise 

$25,000,000



more

• Ok, so you do need to know more than 

this to make a suCceSs of it

– Customer service, project management, billing, 

security, database management, comms, qa, 

tools-building, how to design worlds...

• However, you only need to know more 

because it’s costing $25,000,000

• You wouldn’t need to know more if it 

was costing only your time

– because you could afford to take risks



Principles

• The basic principles behind today’s 

mmos are the same as in the early days

• Indeed Some major obstacles have been 

removed

– Computers are stupendously more – Computers are stupendously more 

powerful yet amazingly inexpensive

– Most of the code you need has already 

been written and is available for frEe

• Yes, for frEe – programmers program for fun!

• So why the expense?



wow



Wow as mud

Auction house .
You are standing in a busy auction house. A large s tage, adorned with
two immense pumpkins, dominates the scene. The wall s are covered with
a wide variety of things that people want to buy (o r at least that
people want to sell). Three sets of green curtains draped languidly
on the north wall do their best to lend some grande ur to the hall,
not entirely successfully as they haven’t been move d in years.
Auctioneer Fitch stands before you.
Dyunan of Save the Bunnies is here
Sophialla of blood mana is here.
Meatshieldd of Relentless Intent is hereMeatshieldd of Relentless Intent is here
Tezzla of Beyond is here.
Yeahwhatever of Two Man Raid is here.
Magichat of The Forgotten is here.
Imdaboss of Natural Fury is here.
Tonyrocco of Apathy is here.
Ilhercy is here.
Caffine of LochModanYachtClub is here.
Caffine’s pet, Whitefang, is here.
*
On the Trade channel, Randam says: “Holy/ret pally lf BH”
*



Text r.i.p.

• Text is dead for creating worlds now

• No-one used to this will accept this• No-one used to this will accept this

• So, people who want to create their own

worlds need to do it using graphics

• That’s what’s expensive

– All other expenses flow from that



software

• The tools to create 3d graphics aren’t 

all that costly given what you get

– Ok, so ProfesSionals use 3ds max or 

maya at $3,495 each

– HobByists use Blender, which is free!– HobByists use Blender, which is free!

• The (non-proprietary) engines to build

and run 3d worlds are inexpensive or 

free, too

– Unity pro is $1,500, torque 3d is $179

– Many good open-source engines, eg. ogre



About programs

• the thing is, once someone has written 

a piece of code to do something, no-one 

else need write it ever again

– They can write it if they want, just they 

don’t have to if they can find a library that don’t to if they can find a library that 

does it already

• This is why programmers hate the idea 

of software patents

– Much as lawyers would hate the idea of 

patents on legal defence arguments



graphics

• The situation with graphics is a little 

different...



genre

• The assets have to be from the same 

genre

– I guess this                             

would be ok                              

if you wanted                            

pirates and                              pirates and                              

space cops in                              

the same game

– Credit: andrei szasz



style

• The assets have to be in the same style

• Credits: AndersSeim (Left), supercigale (right)



detail

• The assets have to have compatible 

complexity

• Same tree:    Low poly        high poly

• Credit: assaf raman



price

• The assets have to be afFordable

• 8 low-poly people with                

single animation $195

– $95 for static models

• ~$25 each from got3d• ~$25 each from got3d

– Seems reasonable?

• Except for a virtual world i need 10,000

of them

– I really just want 20 high-poly models with 

replaceable faces, skin tones and clothes



animations

• Also more animations are needed than 

basic walking and mooching around

• For humans, You need them for pretty well 

anything everyday that a human can do

– Plus hitting things with swords– Plus hitting things with swords

• You Also need toOls to let a novice 

change sizes, textures, colours, shaders 

etc. easily

– Easily as in “as easy as changing text on a 

word processor”



An experiment

• How does art asset procurement for the 

non-artist work today?

• As an experiment, 

let’s say I want a 3d 

model of a red pagodamodel of a red pagoda

with white roofs, 

oriental-looking with 7 

or 9 storeys

• Something like this
• Hwangnyongsa, korea

• model (real one is ruined)



Pagoda search

• If i were making a game world, i’d want 

it with an interior that had floors and 

a staircase – but let’s not be fussy

• I type Hwangnyongsa into Google and 

find a pretty good sketchup model existsfind a pretty good sketchup model exists



Except...

• This is fine, except:

– The roofs are black but i wanted white roofs

– The walls are pink but i wanted red walls

– I don’t just get the pagoda, i get the surrounding 

temple complex too as a single model

– It has “moderate” complexity, so will only look good – It has “moderate” complexity, so will only look good 

alongside other models with moderate complexity

– Now i’ve seen it, maybe it would be better with 7

storeys, tapered a little more?

– I can’t download this model, because the ruins of 

the real thing are fragile and would colLapse if 

a terrorist hit them in just the right place



elsewhere

• There are many sites offering 3d models

• Turbosquid has 45 pagodas

– 122 if you count duplicates

in different formats

– Mean price: $77 per pagoda

• This one is actually more                     

like what i want!

• Except it

– needs textures

– Gives no poly count

– Costs $78.90



result

• It’s not hard to find an individual

model of something if you want one

• My pagoda search took 20 minutes

– Quicker and cheaper than if i paid someone 

to make one for meto make one for me

• Finding a suitable 3d model of one static 

object is basically easy

• What’s hard is finding hundreds of 

related object that all look gOod

together



ideally

• IdealLy, i could go to a web site and 

download a consistent set of models, 

most of which i won’t ever use but 

conceivably might

• No such web sites exist• No such web sites exist

• This is why games companies have to do 

all the artwork themselves

• This is why it’s so expensive

• Hmm, except there are such sets of 

models lying around...



games

• When i buy a game, i get a consistent set 

of models and animations in the game

• Sometimes, i can use these to create 

mods for the game

– User-created content– User-created content

– Counter-strike was a mod for half-life

• I can also use them within the game 

engine to create machinima

– Rather limiting, but there are some very 

inventive ones out there



barriers

• What i can’t do is export models 

from a game to use in my own game

– Well, not without breaking every Ip law 

known to humanity

• If sets like the ones made for individual • If sets like the ones made for individual 

games were available on the market, i 

could use them to make my own worlds

– So could anyone else who wanted to make 

their own worlds

• Yes, I’d pay $100 for that



Other uses

• Now You’re all sitting here politely

– Albeit saying impolite things over twitter

• However, i don’t suppose many of you  

actually want to make indie videogames

• There are lots of other things you could • There are lots of other things you could 

use integrated 3d asset sets for, though!

• When game designers design games, they 

frequently build a prototype first

• 3d worlds can also be used to prototype 

other things



example

• Film-makers will often shoot test scenes

• Few would shoot an entire movie using 

interns instead of actors, though

– Retakes and reshoots from every angle would 

stiLl be crazily expensivestiLl be crazily expensive

• But if they could do it in software?

– Download a “film noir” library

– Quickly assemble and flesh out 3d scenes

– Competent Animations for action

– Text or computer-generated speech for dialogue



Movie prototypes

• You could put together a decent movie

prototype with such a system

– Get your camera angles sorted

– Test your pacing

– Hone the dialogue– Hone the dialogue

– Show your actors what you expect of them

– Let your wardrobe, props and scenery people 

create inventories of what they’ll need

– compose music that fits the action better

– Create an audit trail for continuity



beginnings

• Games use prototypes because mistakes 

are cheap to correct before production 

starts

• The same applies to movies, but at the 

moment they typically prototype only moment they typically prototype only 

through storyboarding

• Some animation companies do use games-

like prototyping

– PIXAR is a leader here

• Live action movies could do it tOo



Ground up

• We’re seeing some of this happening now 

at a grass roots level

• Second life allows users to create 

objects and animations in 3d space

• Most of these are awful, but if even 1% • Most of these are awful, but if even 1% 

are good that’s still a lot of good

• There are some companies using sl to 

prototype tv shows, cartoons & 

commercials

– They Still have to use digital actors, though



issues

• Second life’s art/animation assets are not

in a consistent style

• They’re not available in related sets

– Unless you want to do a porn movie...

• If only the developers had acCeSs to the • If only the developers had acCeSs to the 

art and animation assets of, say, the sims 

3, they could work wonders!

• If only artists were more like 

programMers...



programmers

• Programmers have devised standards

and protocols to enable wildly difFerent

pieces of software to work together

• What’s required is for similar standards 

to be applied to art and animationto be applied to art and animation

• People can do about as much with a 

single 3d asset as they can with a 

single line of code

• They need formal 3d aSset libraries, like 

programmers need formal code libraries



also

• Programmers have a thriving freE 

software vibe going on

• They regard programming as fun, so 

program for fun in their spare time

• There’s no reason this couldn’t work • There’s no reason this couldn’t work 

for artists and animators

• The willingness to contribute is out there

– Thesimsresource.com has 31,000 objects, 13,000 

items of clothing, 17,000 wall/floor patterns

• What they’re lacking is organisation



standards

• Standards can develop from ad hoc 

beginnings and remain true to their ideals

– Wikipedia!

• As for what those standards would be

for art & animation, i don’t knowfor art & animation, i don’t know

• I do know that lead artists produce 

“bibles” for games and cartoons, which 

amount to a set of design principles

• If they all followed the same formal 

format, that would be a standard



ultimately

• Ultimately, we should see collections of 3d 

assets free or cheap for anyone to use

• Then, we’ll liberate people to create new 

content in pictures like they could in text

• Graphical worlds are very derivative• Graphical worlds are very derivative

– Textual worlds were far, far more varied

• Let’s let People take risks once more!

• once someone has built a 3d model of 

something, no-one else need build it ever 

again



conclusion

• Digital art hasn’t yet reached a plateau

– Today’s high polygon counts are 

tomorrow’s low polygon counts

• Intellectual property is also an obstacle

– Art is automatically copright; code isn’t– Art is automatically copright; code isn’t

• However, i’m optimistic that one day we 

will be able to create worlds in 

pictures as easily as we can in text

• if it’s good enough for anti-pagoda

terrorists, it’s good enough for us all...


